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ABSTRACT 
Simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix equation X + 
ATX-‘A = 1 to have a positive definite Solution are given. These conditions are used 
to explain some proper-Res of the equation and to obtain new information. Finally we 
prove a conjecture on the extremal solutions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The matrix equation X + ATX-‘A = P with P positive definite has many 
applications, such as in optimal control theory [7, 10, 16, 171, the analysis of 
ladder networks [3, 4, 181, dynamic programming [13], stochastic filtering 
[l, 61, and statistics [6, 121. In control theoxy it concems the indefinite linear 
quadratic control Problem [7]. A relation of this equation to the theory of 
algebraic Riccati equation is outlined in [8]. From the Point of view of 
applications, only positive definite solutions are important. Obviously, this 
equation tan be reduced to 
X + A?‘X-‘A = Z, (1.1) 
where AT represents the transpose and Z is the identity matrix. By means of 
the shorted Operator approach Anderson, Morley, and Trapp [2] present a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existente of a positive Solution to 
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X + A*X-lA = P in the context of bounded Operators on a Hilbert space, 
and it is noted there that the Solution is not unique. Throughout this Paper 
we consider real matrices. The extension of all the results to the complex case 
is straightforward. It was pointed out in [7, concluding remarks] that it is 
rather difficult to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existente of 
a real symmetric positive definite Solution. Such a condition was given in [8] 
by using an analytic factorization approach. 
In Section 2 we derive two necessary and sufficient conditions. These 
conditions seem to be more applicable to designing numerical algorithms, 
which is a future research topic. Some applications of the results are included 
in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove a conjecture on the extremal solutions. 
2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
In the sequel, a Solution always means a symmetric positive definite one, 
and A is real. 
THEOREM 2.1. Eguation (1.1) has a solution X if and only if A admits 
the following factorization: 
A=W=Z (2.1) 
where W is a nonsingular Square mtrir and the columns of y 
( 1 
are 
orthonormal. In this case X = W T W is a Solution and all the solutions tan be 
formed in this way. Moreover, we muy require that W be triangular. 
Proof. If (1.1) has a Solution X, then X = W ‘W for some nonsingular 
matrix W. In particular, we may choose the Cholesky factorization [9, p. 1411. 
Thus, W tan be Chosen to be triangular. Rewrite (1.1) as 
w=w + (W-=A)=W-TA = z 
or equivalently 
(2.2) 
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Let W- TA = Z, Then A = W TZ and (2.2) means that the columns of u’ 
i 1 Z 
are orthomormal. 
Conversely, suppose that A has the decomposition (2.1). Set X = W TW. 
Then 
X + ATX-lA = W’W + ZTW* W-‘W-T * WTZ 
i.e., X is a Solution. 
= wTw + ZTZ = 1, 
??
THEOREM 2.2. Equation (1.1) has a Solution if and only if there ex& 
orthogonal matrices P and Q and diagonal matrices r > 0 and C > 0 with 
I” + 2’ = Z such that 
A = PTIYQxP. (2.3) 
In this case X = PTTTP is a Solution. 
has a Solution. By Theorem 2.1 A has the factoriza- 
is column-orthonormal, it tan be extended to an 
By the CS decomposition theorem [15, p. 37; 9, p. 771 there exist orthogonal 
matrices U,, U,, P, V, and diagonal matrices l? > 0 and 2 > 0 such that 
(T v) = (0 c,i(: r)(o i2)> 
Where r2 + Cs = Z. Thus W = U,TP and Z = U,xP. Since W is nonsingu- 
lar, r > 0. Let Q = UFU,. Then Q is orthogonal. We get 
A = WTZ = PTrQIZP. 
Conversely, if A has the decomposition (2.3) then it is easy to verify that 
the positive definite matrix X = PTT2P is a Solution of (1.1). ??
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A natural iterative algorithm due to Ando [5] is used to compute a Solution 
in [2, 71. Note that (2.3) says that A is orthogonally similar to the special form 
I’QZ. Now one possible way to compute a Solution is to find the decomposi- 
tion (2.1) or (2.3). This deserves further research. 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
One might expect a necessary and sufficient condition involving only 
simple and familiar notions such as the spectral norm of matrices, which is 
denoted by 11.11. It was proved in [7, Theorem 131 that if 11 All < i, then (1.1) 
has a Solution. The following results Shows that one cannot use only a spectral 
norm bound to give a necessary and sufficient condition. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf Equation (1.1) has a solution, then 
IIAII < 1. 
Moreover, if A ha.s oder > 2, then 11 All tan take any value in the interval 
[0, 1) for (1.1) to have a solution. 
Proof. Assume that (1.1) has a Solution. By Theorem 2.2 we have the 
decomposition A = PrI’QZP. Note that P and Q are orthogonal matrices. 
We get 
hl1 < II PTrQD'lI= IlrQCII 
G llrll * IlQll * 11~11 
= llrll - llzlt 
< 1. 
The last inequality follows from llrll G 1 and 11211 < 1, 
from the fact that I2 + C2 = Z and r is nonsingular. 
To prove the second Statement we consider the 2 X 
which is easily seen 
2 matrix 
where 0 < cr < 1 and h = (1 - cr2)l12. Then llA211 = U. According to 
Theorem 2.2, Equation (1.1) always has a Solution for A = A, with any 
u E [0, 1). For higher matrix orders n just use A = A, CB O,_,. ??
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Now we use the necessary and sufficient conditions in the previous 
section to give a unified and new proof of some known results [7, Lemma 2, 
Corollary 3, and Theorem 71. These results then become clearer. We denote 
by r( A) the spectral radius of A. The notation A > B ( A 2 B) indicates 
that A - B is positive definite (semidefinite). A(A) represents the eigen- 
values of A. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf (1.1) hu.s a Solution X, then 
(i) X > AAT, 
(ii) Z - AAr - ArA > 0, 
(iii) r(A) < $, 
(iv) r(A + AT) < 1, 
(v) r(A - AT) < 1. 
Proof (i): By Theorem 2.1 X tan be formed from the decomposition 
(2.1), A = WTZ, X = WTW. Then 
x - AAT = wrw - WTZZTW = WT(Z - ZZT)W > 0, 
because A(ZZT) = A(ZTZ>, Z - ZTZ = WTW > 0, and thus Z - ZZT > 0. 
(ii): Replacing Z by W TW + Z’Z, we have 
Z - AAT - ATA = W’( Z - ZZ’)W + Z’( Z - WWT)Z > 0, 
since WT(Z - ZZT)W > 0 and ZT(Z - WWT)Z > 0. 
(iii): Using Theorem 2.2, we have 
h( A) = A( PTrQI%P) = A( r@) 
= A(=Q), 
Let 2 = diag(oi), r = diag(yi). Then cr,’ + yip = 1. Hence 
r(A) < Iiwil= max { criyi} < max 
a,“+yf 1 
=- 
I 1 2 2’ 
(iV>: 
Zk(A+AT)=WTW+ZTZ+(WTZ+ZTW) 
= (W * Z)‘(W * Z) > 0. 
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(v): Using the fact [7, Lemma 61 that r(PTQ - QTP) < r(PTP + QTQ) 
for arbitrary compatible matrices P and Q, we have 
r( A - AT) = r(WrZ - ZTW) 
< r(WTW + ZTZ) 
= r(Z) = 1. ??
REMARK 1. (i) and (ii) of this th eorem also follow directly from the 
shorted Operator approach taken in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 in [2]. 
REMARK 2. If A is normal, the solvability condition is very simple: 
r(A) < i [7, Theorem 111. By using the decomposition (2.3) both the 
necessity and the sufficiency tan be proved easily. 
4. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE ON THE EXTREMAL 
SOLUTIONS 
From a result in [14, Section 5.91 or Theorem 3.4 in [S] we know that if 
Equation (1.1) has a solution, it has a largest Solution X, and a smallest 
Solution Xs, in the sense that any Solution X satisfies the inequality X, < 
X < X,. Assume A is normal and (1.1) has a Solution [i.e., r(A) < i]. Let 
X, = +[ Z + (Z - 4ATA)1’2], 
(4.1) 
X, = +[ Z - (Z - 4ATA)i”]. 
It was said in [7] that X, and X, always satisfy the equation. Indeed, X, is 
always a Solution, and if A is nonsingular, X, is also one. But X, is Singular 
if and only if A is Singular, and in this case X, cannot be a Solution. J. C. 
Engwerda [7, Remark 121 conjectured that X, = X, and X, = Xs. We will 
prove that this is true with a modification to X, in case A is Singular. The 
following result is needed. 
LEMMA A [8, Theorem 3.41. Suppose Q > 0, and assume the equation 
X+A*X-‘A=Qh a.s a positive dejkite Solution. Then this equation has a 
largest and a smullest Solution X, and X,, respectively. Moreover, X, is the 
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unique solution for which X + h A is invertible for 1 h( < 1, whib X, is the 
unique Solution for which X + AA* is invertible for (Al > 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be normal, and assume Equation (1.1) has a 
Solution. X, and X, are expressed in (4.1). Then X, is the largest Solution, 
and if A is nonsingular, X, is the smallest Solution. In case A is Singular, let 
A = U T diag( Di> U, where U is a real orthogonal matrix and each D, is either 
a real number or a real 2 x 2 matrix of the form 
Define 
if Di=O 
Ei = 
Z - (Z - 4DrDi)1’2], otherwise 
and X, = UT diag(Ei) U. Then _J& is the smallest Solution. 
F’roof. Let the eigenvalues of A be A( A) = {Ai). Then 1 Ai1 < $, since 
A is normal and (1.1) has a Solution. The eigenvalues of X, + AA = i[ Z + 
(Z - 4ATA>l/*] + AA are 
Pi = +[l + (1 - 4 lAi(‘)“‘] + AAj. 
Suppose IA\ < 1. If Ai = 0, then pi = 1. Otherwise 
lpi( = ;)l + (1 - 4(Ai/2)1’2 + 2AA,l 
G + 1 + (1 - 4 lAi12)1’2 - 2 IAAJ) ( 
> i(l - 2 x 1 x f) = 0. 
Thus each pi f 0, and this Shows that X, + AA 
According to Lemma A, X, is the largest Solution. 
is invertible for [Al < 1. 
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The eigenvalues of X, + AA* = $Z - (Z - 4ATA)li2] + 
Ai = $11 - (1 - 4 IhilP)1'2] + AA,. 
Suppose A is nonsingular. Hence A, # 0. If Ai = 0 we have 
IA1 = 
1 - (1 - 41Ai)2)1’2 2 /Ai1 
= 
2Ai 1 + (1 - 4 lAi(z)1'2 
AAT are 
Q 1, 
since 1 Ai/ Q f . Therefore, if 1 Al > 1 then Ai # 0, or equivalently, X, + AA* 
is invertible for IA1 > 1. By Lemma A, X, is the smallest Solution. 
For the existente of the orthogonal block-diagonal decomposition for real 
normal matrices see [ll, p. 1051. First, it is easy to verify that in case A is 
Singular, x’, is a Solution. By dealing with the diagonal blocks Di and Ei, a 
similar argument Shows that Xz + AA* is invertible for 1 A( > 1. Thus X, is 
the smallest Solution. ??
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